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OVERALL PERFORMANCE OUTSTANDING - Consistently exceeds all expectations; results are  the highest 
standard of excellence. 

COMMENTS Thomas has done an outstanding overall job at Tesla during the entire internship. 
Thomas is hardworking and gets it right first time around, which made him very 
productive and valuable to the Exterior team. Thomas has also shown great 
improvements in short time, which can be attributed to his ability to learn quickly and 
great attitude towards work as well as a solid foundation from his studies. What 
normally is outstanding performance outside Tesla, is only core performance at Tesla. 
With that in mind, Thomas at his young age, has done a remarkable internship on the 
Exterior team.  

 
OVERALL TECHNICAL APTITUDE GREAT - Consistently meets all expectations and often exceeds them. 

COMMENTS Strong fundamentals on engineering are evident in his work. The Mechanical 
Engineering foundation he is building appears to be solid. Coupled with more 
experience, he can become an outstanding automotive engineer and future Tesla 
Exterior member. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
RELATIONS WITH OTHERS GREAT - Consistently meets all expectations and often exceeds them. 

COMMENTS Worked very closely with the entire team, was approachable. Thomas is humble and 
shows the more Sr engineers respect, but he can still voice his opion about 
Engineering matters. Thomas has been a great team player and he also went the extra 
mile to get the job done, which has a positive effect on other team members.  

 
 

COMMUNICATION GREAT - Consistently meets all expectations and often exceeds them. 
COMMENTS Communicated issues, roadblocks clearly and didn’t hesitate to ask questions. Thomas 

is a great listener, which helps him complete the tasks correctly without redo work even 
with very limited information on hand. He also doesn’t hesitate to provide valuable 
feedback. Thomas was trusted with direct communication with suppliers, which he 
handled alone without issues. 

 
 

QUALITY OF WORK OUTSTANDING - Consistently exceeds all expectations; results are  the highest 
standard of excellence. 

COMMENTS Thomas delivered results with a very high standard. During serveral shaker test fixture 
design and shaker test set-up projects, he managed the key design parameters for the 
fixtures and set-ups, which then resulted in a very quick turn around of successful 
critical design validation. During Model X rear bumper beam packaging space and low 
speed crash performance assessments he quickly understood and applied energy 
management calculations to the system with accuracy. With the specific product design 
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projects he delivered good CAD works to support prototype builds.Executed good 
quality modelling work for MX front aero shield - in less than expected time. Thomas 
also assisted with creating organized section layouts for MX rocker panels that have 
been useful in communicating design direction with the cross functional teams. 
Thomas did design work on the hoodliner to support important cost down initiateves, 
which helped progressing supplier sourcing and ultimately tooling KO. 

 
 

ABILITY TO LEARN OUTSTANDING - Consistently exceeds all expectations; results are  the highest 
standard of excellence. 

COMMENTS Picked up concepts of design for injection molding and CATIA modelling strategy 
quickly. Is evident in the quick, and good quality modelling work for the aero shield. 

 
 

ATTITITUDE TO WORK OUTSTANDING - Consistently exceeds all expectations; results are  the highest 
standard of excellence. 

COMMENTS Was ready to take on new work without hesitation – was multitasking most times with 
multiple projects from members of the team. Thomas comes in early and stays late 
every day without complaints. There is no need to tell Thomas to put in an extra hour to 
finish up a task. 

 
 

DEPENDABILITY OUTSTANDING - Consistently exceeds all expectations; results are  the highest standard 
of excellence. 

COMMENTS Got all work done in promised time, Haven’t seen him miss a single day of work. 
Thomas can be counted on to get the job done and he also put in the extra hours. 

 
 
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 
1) Fabrication 
2) Work Ethics 
3) Mechanical Engineering with great hands on capability. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT 

1) Design and Engineering of polymer materials and products 
2) Design for injection molding and other manufacturing processes 
3) Engineering Change protocols, Product Lifecycle Management and other Engineering Processes. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION  
Based on this work term, please indicate your recommendation for future employment with Tesla Motors and provide an explanation for 
your selection. Your feedback will be used as a guide for future hiring decisions. 

 

☐ Full Time Employment  
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Consistently meets or exceeds company standards. Receives overall ratings of GREAT and/or OUTSTANDING. High 
probability of full time employment with Tesla Motors if the company has an appropriate and open position.  

☒ 
Return Internship / Co-Op  
Consistently meets or exceeds company standards. Receives overall ratings of GREAT and/or OUTSTANDING. High 
probability of a return internship or co-op term with Tesla Motors (if student is eligible).  

☐ 
Needs Further Improvement 
Generally meets company standards. Receives overall ratings of GOOD, FULFILLS EXPECTATIONS and/or NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT. Medium to low probability of future employment with Tesla Motors. 

☐ 
Not a Fit for Future Employment   
Does not meet or exceed company standards. Receives overall ratings of BELOW EXPECTATIONS and/or NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT. Low to zero probability of future employment with Tesla Motors.   

 

 

COMMENTS 
and/or 

CONCERNS 

Great performer and will ‘get it done’! Gels well with the team. Recommend for a return 
intership before graduating and a full time position after graduation if he wishes to join 
the team. 

 

 

 


